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Figures & Tables
Page Table 1 . Domains of Generational Culture ………………………………………………........7 The United States Air Force (USAF) is just one of those potential employers looking for the best and brightest of the non-college bound sector to recruit into the enlisted corps. My thesis proposes implementing generational cultural training into recruiting efforts at all levels to more efficiently target our audience of qualified high school graduates ages 18-25; saving both money and time while increasing the quality of recruit. Each year the USAF dispatches 1,114 recruiters to canvass high schools, community colleges, and local events for eligible candidates at a cost of $8,741 per recruit (for 2007). 2 With the exception of one year (1999) in the last thirty, the USAF has met its enlisted accession (EA) recruiting goal; proof that its tactics are sound.
3
Sound and proven techniques are critical, but many times when a recruiter fails to make goal, the immediate supervisor's direction is to "make more calls" or "visit more schools"-merely just doing more of what has already not worked for the recruiter. Given the enormous amount of talent our recruiters have, I suggest that instead of continuing to repeat the same previously unsuccessful tactics, we look at ways we can work smarter. After examining the characteristics of the three generations using a domain-based schema, I conclude with recommendations on how AFRS can continue to improve recruiting by integrating generational culture training into their organization and business processes with the goal of multiple generations synergistically working together to market to and recruit the top candidates into the USAF enlisted force.
6 AFCLC, "Mission Statement," 1.
Background & Problem Description

Snapshot of Enlisted Recruiting
Many commanders have used the phrase, "mission first, people always" knowing that without talented and motivated airmen even the most sophisticated weapon system would be rendered useless. AFRS recruits the enlisted force which makes up approximately 80% of the entire USAF (current end strength is 260,000 enlisted and 65,000 officers) and keeps the force structure aligned with congressional authorizations. 7 The AFRS mission is to "recruit quality airmen from a cross-section of America responsive to the ever-changing needs of the Air Force"
and to use "all the tools of the professional salesmanship to achieve the primary objective-air Americans understand the generation born before and after their own at the surface or middle level, meaning they have not spent much time delving into why the other generations think and act as they do. The power of generational cultural training is beginning to pay dividends in corporate America as "…the newest and hottest form of diversity on the business scene today."
13
Companies across the nation are realizing "how many major business issues, like recruiting, retaining, managing and motivating employees are directly affected by generational collisions."
14
Generational collisions result from ethnocentrism, or the judging of others beliefs and actions against your own. This type of perception will limit one's ability to understand others and can lead to judging another generation as inferior. 15 In an effort to compare and contrast the three generations involved in AF enlisted recruiting, I created six domains of generational culture awareness ( Table 1) . The following generational analysis will use this criterion to expose the deep generational beliefs and to provide insight into what motivates and appeals to them.
12 AFCLC, "Mission Statement," 1. 13 Lancaster and Stillman, "When Generations Collide," xxiv. 14 Ibid., xxiv. 15 AFCLC, "Mission Statement," 1. Table 1 Domains of Generational Culture
Six broad categories responsible for each generation deriving their cultural behavior and beliefs Table 2 is a preview of the major generational differences discussed in the following section.
16 Lancaster and Stillman, "When Generations Collide, " 20, 24, 27 . counted on friends and not savvy -the next great institutions to shield from reality generation?
Workplace ethos
Shake it up management style; "Show me the money"; "Don't command, collaborate"; "change of command" vs. "chain inventors and entrepreneurs; fun at work; power of each of command" of previous ("self-command"); create own individual to make a difference generation career path
Career goals "Build a stellar career" "Build a portable career" "Build parallel careers"
Strategic Leaders in AFRS-Baby Boomers
First, I will dissect the Baby Boomer Generation that encompasses the senior leaders and strategic decision makers, primarily the AFRS commander plus senior staff and group commanders, within AFRS. These leaders are responsible for the strategic vision of the organization to include executing a $20M marketing budget, approving the national advertising strategy, developing and completing of recruiter training, and ultimately ensuring the command meets the enlisted recruiting needs of the USAF 18 .
Born in the years following two major crises for America, the Great Depression and 
Operational and Tactical Leaders in AFRS-Generation X
The second generation represented in the recruiting equation is the operational and tactical leaders-those who are directly responsible for making the enlisted accession goal.
Generation X'ers differ dramatically from the Baby Boomers and as we will see, are just as remarkably different from the Millennial generation that their mission success depends on.
These leaders are responsible for running the 28 squadrons across the country and consist of mostly field grade/company officers and mid-grade to senior enlisted airmen. The recruiters, who directly interface with Millennials as they attempt to recruit them into the enlisted force, are Generation Xers. The average recruiter age is 30, their rank is Staff Sergeant, and they have been in the USAF for 10 years. 33 Born in the years following Woodstock and free expression, this generation is small with only 46 million X'ers born between 1965 and 1985. 34 Set Point: Contrary to the safe and nurturing environment of the Baby Boomers, the Generation X'ers experienced somewhat of an "unwanted" and uncertain childhood. Birth control pills and abortions kept the birth rate down while the divorce rate in American soared.
"As the 1960's wore on, [parents] increasingly looked on their children as hindrances to selfexploration…adults ranked autos ahead of children as necessary for the good life…" 35 As families split up, instability soared…more women went to work, it was tougher to make ends meet, kids split time between parents and many X'ers became latch key kids after school. "The media reinforced the growing view among children that adults were not especially virtuous, 
Target Market for AFRS-Millennial Generation
The third, and perhaps most important, part of the enlisted recruiting equation is the They use the information superhighway while watching television and chatting on the phone; multi-tasking is their forté. Social networking sites allow them to post, what once was considered private information, out to the world. They have "friends" on "My Space" and "Face Book" they have never even met. They watch self-created, personally uploaded videos on "YouTube" of people they do not know, instant message their pals, visit chat rooms, and blog to make their opinion available to the world. They grew up with reality television, where people 50 Lancaster and Stillman, "When Generations Collide, " 28. 51 Ibid., 28. work in teams to vote off a player. They are not offended (and expect) to see shows about sexual/bisexual/homosexual activity. Natural bias: Empowered Millennials will take action when things go wrong.
"Millennials also have the benefit of the wisdom of each generation that has gone before, prompting Strauss and Howe to predict that they will truly be the next "Greatest Generation."
54
They are smart, practical, multi-task oriented, confident, and techno savvy-the right mix for success. "…Millennials are unlike any other youth generation in living memory. They are more numerous, more affluent, better educated, and more ethnically diverse. More important, they are 52 Parker, "Rotaract/Interact". 53 Neil Howe and William Strauss, Millennials Rising (New York, NY: Vintage Books, 2000) , 4. 54 Lancaster and Stillman, "When Generations Collide, " 29. beginning to manifest a wide array of positive social habits…a new focus on teamwork, 
Recommendations and Conclusions
Our nation recently embraced the strategic, operational and tactical benefits of adding the cultural dimension as one or our instruments of power, as well as implementing cultural training within our military and state department employees who routinely work in foreign lands. My recommendation is the Air Force adapts the same vigor in infusing generational cultural training in its operations-beginning with Air Force Recruiting Service.
To do this, I propose a three-prong approach: internalizing the benefits of generational cultural training throughout the command, training senior leaders and strategic partners, and ensuring we have the right mix of recruiters with current, relevant and actionable training.
First, AFRS leadership needs to explore and internalize the benefits of generational cultural training. Recruiting in the military directly correlates to recruiting in the business world.
If we want to compete successfully, we have to use all the advantages our competitors do. I recommend hiring a consultant firm to educate leaders on the advantage of generational cultural training and dedicate resources within the command to fund on-going training and education.
Second, train all AFRS leaders (to include group and squadron level leaders) and strategic partners (contracted marketing firms and Air Staff public affairs, marketing, and personnel) so they understand and embrace the value of generational awareness concepts and are committed to adjusting business operations to maximize the benefits. Marketing needs to be a Once the right recruiters are hired, the next step is to make sure training is actionable. By including generational awareness practices into recruiting, we can save resources:
"When we ask employers what they do when they fail to meet their recruiting quotas, they tell us they typically redouble their efforts. They place more ads, interview more candidates. That's as ridiculous as the old fallacy of the best way to look for your lost keys. When people lose keys, they search frantically in all the usual places…when those options have been exhausted, what do they do? They go search all those places again!...Its a colossal waste of effort. The same holds true for recruiting. If looking in all the usual places isn't getting you what you want, then redoubling your efforts is a waste of time and money…We need to look in a different way, in different places, or we're never going to find them."
61
In order to shift the paradigm of looking in the same places, we need to enhance our standard recruiting practices to include looking for 'keys' in different places. By integrating generational cultural training coursework in the curriculum at recruiting school and continuing education during quarterly sales training meetings we can introduce new tactics to incorporate into day-to day operations. "Becoming a "recruiting revolutionary" means taking time to analyze whether your recruiting process will actually build a generational bridge or just widens the gap." 62 In an environment where every "key" is important, it is worth AFRS' upfront expenditures in this efficiently. Generational awareness training does just that-it allows recruiters to work smarter, recruit more cost effectively and by using tactics and techniques aimed specifically at the Millinneal generations' values and ideals match our "corporation's" needs with quality applicants.
In this paper I examined the challenges facing AFRS by looking at the enlisted accession mission, AFRS organization and the current training programs. Next, I explored the differences in values and beliefs between the three generations, Baby Boomers, Generation Xers, and Millennials, interacting in the recruiting process. I covered the importance of understanding and capitalizing on truly connecting with the target audience, as well as being mindful of your own generational biases. Finally, I set forth some recommendations for AFRS to incorporate generational awareness training and tactics into its daily business. Other successful businesses have discovered generational cultural training "is an opportunity, a tool in the arsenal that [we] can turn into a competitive advantage." 64 Now's the time for AFRS to embrace this concept and use generational knowledge as a force multiplier in the recruiting business.
63 D'Andrea, memorandum. 64 Lancaster and Stillman, "When Generations Collide," 9.
